
English 384a 

Exercise: “Re/mediating Aunt Jemima” 

 

In Slave in a Box: The Strange Career of Aunt Jemima, M.M. Manring suggests that perhaps the 

image of Aunt Jemima cannot be reclaimed.  That is, perhaps it cannot be remade into something 

that escapes the taint of her original identity as a Black American slave.  Manring writes: 

 

Apparently, putting Aunt Jemima in a new dress, and even taking off her headband, was 

not enough to reduce the level of insult perceived by some African Americans, who saw 

the earlier Aunt Jemima every time they looked at the new version. … Why not give her 

up?  This and other questions were left unanswered by Quaker Oats: What makes a black 

woman a particularly southern character? Might it have something to do with slavery? 

And how many working mothers, white or black, identify with the name Aunt Jemima? 

Try to imagine a contemporary product aimed at men—cologne, for instance—using 

Uncle Mose as an emblem of masculinity or success. (173-174) 

 

In this exercise, you will test Manring’s proposition by attempting this very task: reclaiming 

Aunt Jemima.  You will “re/mediate” her image by creating a newly designed package 

(either a pancake-mix or a syrup container) which attempts to accomplish what Quaker 

Oats has so far failed to do:  Create a new Aunt Jemima who is an appropriate symbol for 

those who wish to make pancakes and/or use syrup in 2010.  In other words, and drawing 

from Hine, what sort of life context should a pancake/syrup package occupy? 
 

The brand name “Aunt Jemima” and the product itself (either pancake mix or syrup) must be 

retained.  Everything else is up for grabs. 

 

I am hoping that you will be able to construct a three-dimensional package, redesigned.  

However, if this is not possible, make a two-dimensional rendering of the three-dimensional 

package you envision (and be sure to show all sides).  I encourage you to use Microsoft 

Publisher or another desktop-publishing program to create your rendering, whether it is two- or 

three-dimensional.  However, if you decide to hand-draw it, that is also acceptable. 

 

You may work in pairs if desired; be aware that both members of the pair will receive the same 

grade.  Exercises are graded out of 10 points. 

 

Note: We will devote our full class period on February 18
th

 to discussion of these questions: 

What can be learned from the attempt to re/mediate the Aunt Jemima brand?  What do 

our attempts tell us about the cultural implications of advertising, branding, and 

packaging; and what do they tell us about the nature of advertising rhetoric in the 21
st
 

century? 


